《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 238 - Suspicious about her(Part-5)
Liu Juan frowned at this sudden change of events. She and Mo Jiang specifically came
here to meet Mr. Peter and now they were leaving without meeting him.
Moreover, he was getting angry at her when she just did what she was being told to do!
Liu Juan was angry and now she wanted to teach him a lesson in place of Rosy but she
controlled herself as he was her boss whereas she was a mere secretary.
Defeatedly, she followed after Mo Jiang but suddenly, Mo Jiang halted in his steps.
"Ahh...Miss Rosy, Please don't forget to inform Mr.Peter that his only son is with me.
So when he wishes to meet his son, don't forget to take my appointment beforehand as
who knows which important work I would have at that time, alright?" Mo Jiang said
with a smile and turned to leave.
Mr. Peter's son was with Mo Jiang?
What did he mean?
Did Mo Jiang kidnap Mr. Peter's son?

How?
When?
Didn't Mr. Peter come from his home?
By the time Rosy processed this information, Mo Jiang was already gone.
Rosy didn't wait and ran to inform Mr. Peter that his son had been kidnapped by Mo
Jiang.
Even Liu Juan was shocked to hear how Mo Jiang had turned the situation in his favor
in a matter of a few minutes...no...no it only took a few seconds.
It seemed that now they didn't need to come here again to meet Mr. Peter because Mr.
Peter would come to meet them personally.

"Someone has rightfully said, you can't underestimate the power of love. Hey Nick,
your dad is here. Do you want to meet him?" Mo Jiang asked the little boy who was
immersed in playing games.
"No way! I am enjoying it here. Tell him to come later." The little boy, Nick, didn't
bother with his surroundings where men were holding guns as the man, Mo Jiang, was
good to him so the little boy was also enjoying the privileges which were given to him.
Therefore, would Mo Jiang meet Mr. Peter now?
Absolutely not!
Let Mr. Peter wait to learn the value of time and most importantly, people from
Country X.
Evidently, Mr. Peter was waiting for Mo Jiang quietly in the hotel lobby without
drinking water or eating anything.
Mr. Peter could have called the police but it would put his son in further danger as who
would know that a small matter like a defective material would put his son's life at risk.
Now, Mr. Peter could only pray to God to let Mo Jiang's mind be calm. Otherwise,
who knew what would happen?
In the blink of an eye, the sun moved to the west and night came by as darkness spread
around all over the sky.
Whereas, Mr. Peter didn't know the fact that Mo Jiang and his team along with Nick
weren't present at the hotel.
Although Mo Jiang came to America to meet Mr. Peter specifically, there were much
more important works that he needed to do.
Perhaps Mo Jiang already knew that Mr. Peter wouldn't meet him, so he acted
beforehand and sent his men to abduct Mr. Peter's son to avoid wasting his time.
While Mo Jiang was doing his other important work, Mr. Peter was wasting his time
waiting to meet Mo Jiang.
In the meantime, Liu Juan also got a call that Mr. Peter's men from his company had
come to Mo Corporation's warehouse to change the defective material.
Mr. Peter's men took away the defective material and sent the best quality of material,

even in extra quantity so that Mo Jiang wouldn't have any further complaints.
Once again, Liu Juan was impressed with Mo Jiang's style of work. Mo Jiang didn't
waste a breath to talk with Mr. Peter and got the work done.
"Send Nick back to his home." Mo Jiang ordered his men and continued his work on
his laptop.
"No! I don't want to go home. I want to stay with you." Nick insisted to stay when he
heard that Mo Jiang was sending him back to his home which was nothing but cold
walls where his dad brought a new girl to sleep with him every night and didn't bother
to give time to his son.
Mo Jiang seemed to be busier than his father but still, Mo Jiang didn't forget about him.
Thus, who wanted to go back to those cold walls?
Here, Mo Jiang stopped working upon hearing Nick's adamance.
"You don't like your father, do you?" Mo Jiang asked.
"No!" A quick answer came from the little boy.
"What about your mother?" Mo Jiang asked further.
"She left when my father cheated on her. He has also forbidden me from meeting her."
Nick said in a sad tone.
"And you agree with that?"
Mo Jiang's question made him look at him while his sad eyes showed a sprinkle of
hope.
"This is your life, live it the way you want."
"But I am a small boy."
"A small boy usually cries when he finds out he is kidnapped. Don't tell me you don't
know I have kidnapped you."
Mo Jiang's words widened Liu Juan's eyes who was listening to the conversation of
Mo Jiang and Nick.
Nick knew that he was kidnapped and still, he was enjoying it here. Moreover, Mo

Jiang already knew about it.
On the other hand, Mo Jiang's words shut Nick's mouth.
"You are a brave boy, Nick. Now go and live a happy life." Mo Jiang ruffled Nick's
hair.
"Will we meet again?" Nick asked with the hope that someday when he wouldn't be
brave anymore, he needed this man whose name which he didn't know yet.
"No." Mo Jiang mercilessly poured cold water on the little boy's hopes.
The black limousine came to a halt and Nick was taken away.
Liu Juan frowned seeing the sad face of the little boy. At one moment, Mo Jiang
showed so much care which melted anyone's heart while in the next second, he broke
that heart without any care.
Liu Juan knew that the work she had been doing shouldn't involve her feelings but
since she had started working under Mo Jiang, she couldn't help but feel bad for those
people who had been hurt by Mo Jiang whether it be Nick, Mo Jinnan, or any other
person.
Though Liu Juan continued to keep her mouth shut, her expressions couldn't hide her
feelings especially from Mo Jiang who knew what was going around him.
Soon, Mo Jiang and his team reached back to the hotel to get ready to go back to
Country X.
Thinking that they were leaving in one day, Liu Juan sighed in relief. Otherwise, one
couldn't count the number of thoughts roaming in her mind just by thinking about what
would happen if Mo Jiang knew about Liu Juan's real identity or something else
regarding her.
But thankfully, they were leaving now.
Well, not so soon…
'Click!'
Liu Juan entered her room and as soon as she turned on the lights, a person came to
fall on her feet.
'Thud!'

Liu Juan's eyes widened in horror seeing Liu Ruolan beat up badly. "Big Sis…."
"Ahhh…" Liu Ruolan g.r.o.a.n.e.d in pain.

